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Abstract
This paper consider a transmission boundary-value problem for the time-
harmonic Maxwell equations neglect~ing  displacement currents which is fre-
quently used for the numerical computation of eddy-currents. Across material
boundaries the langential components of the magnetic field B and the nor-
mal component2  of the magnetization  /IH’ are assumed to be continuous. This
problem admits a hyperplanc of solutions if the domains under consideration
are multiply connected. Using integral equation methods and singular pertur-
bation theory it is shown, that this hyperplane  contains a unique point which
is the limit of the classical electromagnetic t,ransmission  boundary-value prob-
lem for vanishing displacement currents. Considering the convergence proof,
a simple constructive criterion how to select this solution is immediately de-
rived.
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1 Introduction
‘I’hc  investigat,ions  presented here  were initiated by a condom project with a. com-
pany tnanufa.ct~uring  generators for power plants. During the design phase of these
rrmchines,  t,ha  rninimization of the lossc3  caused by induced eddy-currents is one  of
t’he  primary go&i. Since protot.yping  and rneasurenrents  are extremely expensive,
t,he  use of nunrrrical simulation software is gaining niore  and  rnore  importance.
;Llat~hernatically,  the situation C-XI bc described by t,he  setting riisplayc4  below.
Figure 1,  Eddy-current problem
A bounded domain of conducting material D-  c R3 is surrounded by some insulator
in D+ = lR3  \ D-,  D+ connected. In D+ a current of density J is given (usually a
coil). J produces an electromagnetic field which vice versa induces eddy-currents in
D-.
Since generators usually rotate at a constant frequency, a classical electrodynami-
cal treatment of the above setting delivers the following transmission boundary-value
problem for the time-harmonic Maxwell equations.
curl Hf  = J - iu+E+
in D+ curl H- = (K  -iw~)E-
curl Ef = iwp+H+ curl E-  = iwp-H- in D-,
nAHf=nr\H-
nAE+=nAE-
onI’=6’D*,
wp+H+(z)~  ;-- k+E+(z)=  o 1x1  -+  00,
where n is the outer unit normal to the boundary of D-,  w is the frequency /L*,z*
are the usual material parameters and Icf  = dw  the wavenumber in D+,  It
is well known, that under certain restrictions on J, the material behaviour and the
domains D’, (1) possesses a unique solution [7].
Considering the typical size of the frequency and the material constants of (1)
w M  27r  - 50Hz, E* M  113-~~  $, ,u*
v s
M  lWj--
Am’ a
we see, that E* are small parameters which introduce some kind of stiffness in the
numerical treatment of the problem. Thus, neglecting the displacement currents
-iw&*E*  the corresponding asymptotic equations are considered. Since the equa-
tions in D+  change to Pre-Maxwell type, also the radiation conditions are modified
to H+(z),E+(x)  = o(1) for 121  + 00.
Moreover, it is common to replace the boundary condition n A Ef  = n A E- by
n . (;L+U+)  = rz..  (p-H-)  on I.  Together we get the system of equations
curl Hf = J
in D” curl H-  = a-E-
curl E+  = iw,u+H+ curl E- = iwp-H- in D-,
fi,.  (pfHf) z sn.  (p-H-) Ori r’ (2)
2
H’+(x)  = o(l), E+(x) := o(l), 1:7’/ -+ m,
which is frequently found in the engineering literature [3] a,s  a model for eddy-current
problems.
For the numerical t,reatment  (2) is reforrnulated by eliminating J with the help
of the law of Riot,-&vat%.  The resulting set of equations in the unknowns H’ is
n A H+ - II A H- = c
n . (/L+H+)  - 7% 1 (p-N-)  = f
011  r, (3)
H+(Z)  = o(l), 1.q  + cm,
where c,  f essentially depend on J,  To handle the differential equations in IIt, the
following argument was used.
curl H’+ =I 0 =5 II+  = Yip and d iv  H’ = 0 + Acp = 0.
But this is only valid if D* are simply connected. For topological genus p > 0 the
magnetic field is HS = VQT + C’;i=,  h;Z;, where 27; are the p Neumann fields of
Df (for the definition of Z; see Lemma 1 below) a,nd  h; E C. As was shown by
one of the authors in [8], the hi a.re free pa,rameters  in the sense that t,hey are not
determined neither by (2) nor by (3).
Following the a,bove st.rat,egy (ail h; are 0) does in general not lead to satisfactory
results if D* arc multiply connected. Consider for example t,he  massive aluminium
cube of figure 2 which is surrounded by a concentric square loop.
P are simply connected a,nd  t,he  comput.ed  eddy-currents in the plane of the loop
show t,ht-b  behaviour which is especkd by cla.ssica,l  electrodynamics (figure S).
Non- we cut a small hole into t,he  cube (~figure  4) so that, the tIopO1ogical  genus
changes from CI  to 1.. Let us take the vaduc: 0 for the free paramet~er  (which is a,ctually
douc  automatically if you use the above rttasoning).  Due t,o  continnit,y  properties,
t>hc  t,ruc  eddy-currents  in the plane of the loop should not changcb  too much. But, in
fact, the numrrical results show a very  strange bcl~aviour  (figure  5).
Figure 4., Modified cube Figure 5., Computed eddy-currents
So the central question now is, how to determine the free parameters correctly.
In this paper, we show by using integral equation methods, that for 8D’ being
C2 and linear, homogeneous, isotropic materials in D* the solution of (1) converges
for E --+  0 in a certain Holder norm to a specific solution of (2) resp.  (3). This
limiting procedure uniquely determines the free parameters of (2) resp. (3). From
the proofs, a numerical algorithm for the computation of these parameters can be
extracted. It is easily added to existing software, thus giving the correct eddy-
current distributions for arbitrary topological genus p (compare figure 5 with figure
6 for p = 1).
Figure 6.) Corrected eddy-currents
2 Assumptions and Notations
In this section we are going to specify all the technical prerequisites and notations
we will use throughout the rest of the paper.
We consider an open, bounded domain D- c lR3 consisting of m connected
components Dj, j E (1,. .  .  , m} of topological genus pj with boundaries I,? of class
C2, l?i n I’j = v) for i # j. The open complement D' = iw’\n- is assumed to be
connected. The resulting topological genus of D* is p = Cy!r pi and I = dD* =
lJy=r I’j. There exist p surfaces Ef c D*,  i E {I,.  . . ,p} so that D* \ Uf==,  3: are
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simply connected. The boundary curves 7” = LU2r are closed curves on 1‘. iMoreover
IIJ  denotes an open bounded donAn wit,h  ir)DJ  being C2 and us’  c II+,
All the matrria,l coefficients occuring  in t,he  Maxwell equations a,re assumed to
be real, positive constants in the corresponding domains I)’ ~:sp.  D-: unless stated
ot)herwise.
Hadiation conditions are always understood to hold uniformly for all directions
6. Concerning integrals, we suppress the arguments of the integrands wherevet
there is no danger of confusion. For constants occuring in estimates we will fre-
quently use the same  name in each step, even if the value changes. Moreover, A is
the standard vector product,  in c3,  t,he  complex conjugate of some number z E Cc  is
denoted by z and we write u b 2) for ,u’P, 11,  ‘I! E QT.
For c~ E (0, I], C”@(D) equipped with
denotes t,he  Ranach space of bounded, uniformly Hiilder continuous functions on II.
Depending on the topology of II*, t,here exist two classes of special harmonic vector
fields [6].
Lemma 2 (Dirichlet fields) II- consists of ~71 connected components 0,;. There
exist exactly nt linearly independent vector fields I’;’ E CrW( IIf) n C”“(Lif), ,j E:
(1.. . .? 772)  w i t h
curl 1;’ = 0, tliv  1’;’  = 0 in I?+,
77. A If+ = 0
I.s’(.T)  = o’i&),
on 1‘
I:/:; --+  cm.
In the sequel, we will frequently use the following Banach spaces.
Definition 1
e C$‘“(l?)  = f E Coo(r)1  lr fds = 0, Vj E { 1,. . . , m)  I equipped with the no’rm
3 I
II . IIO%I‘
0 TO*(r)  = {u = ( c-21,  u2, u3)TIu  E CO”(r),  72 + a = O}, ((ul(~~,r = (lU((ocu,r:  where
n is the outer normal to D- on I’
o Tp(I’) = {a E T”*(I’)JDiva  E CO*(r)},  equipped with the norm Ilu((dn,r  =
max { IMIW 7 (IDiva((Ool,r),  where Div denotes the surface divergence o’n l?
e T’~“(l.)={ut7’~“(I’)~Divu=O, ~u*Z~ds=O V;~{l,...,p}},  withthe
norm )I - IldCYr
Later on, we consider the dual systems
(coyr), c@(r),  < -, I >), <u,v>= s uv dsI‘
resp.
(Gyn Tow, < -)  - 4, < u,v >= J
uevds.
r
Moreover, we introduce for ,4 E C:, z,  y E R”, 2 # y the function
(4)
(5)
so that - Qlk(z, 0) is a fundamental solution of the Helmholtz operator A + k2 in IR”
with wavenumber Ic.  Throughout the whole paper we assume that Im(k)  > 0.
3 Sketch of the Paper
To establish the convergence proof mentioned in the introduction, we first consider
a sequence of transmission boundary-value problems similar to (l),(2) where the
current density J is removed at the expense of some additional inhomogeneities in
the boundary conditions. All the results we are going to prove below a,re valid if
‘_c+,  E- > 0 tend to 0 separately. For the sake of simplicity and to avoid cumbersome
notations, we restrict ourselve to the case E+ = E- = E > 0: E -+ 0. The system
related to (1) is
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Problem 1 is well-posed [9].  We show, that the unique solution of Problem 1 con-
verges in C”@( D* ) t,o tl le unique solution of
Problem 2 For c,  d E 7’jn(I’) find H*,  E*  E C’(D*)  n C”“(~*)  with
curl Hf = 0
curl E+  = iwp+  H+ in D+
dia  Et  = 0
curl H- = o-E-
curl E- =t  iwp-  H- i,ll II- )
H+(z) = o(l), E+(x)  = o(l), 121  -+  cm.
Moreover, every solution of the last problem also solves
Problem 3 For- given  c E T,yN(l’),  g E C*oLy(I’)  md  h = (h,,  . . . , h,)’  E C?,  Jind
H*, E* E C’(D*) n Co”@*)  so that
for suitable g and some special parameters h;.  Problem 3 corresponds to th.e  set of
equations (2) and the h; represent the parameters we want to determine.
We first show in the next section, that Problem 3 is well posed. Using  this
result we also obtain unique solvability and continuous dependence on the data for
Problem 2.  In the remaining sections, we establish an integral operator equation of
the type ,&es = fE,  e,  = n A E$ Ir,  E$ being the exterior electric field of the solution
of Problem 1 for E > 0 resp. Problem 2 and thus Problem 3 for e = 0. Using the
well-posedness of Problem 1 and Problem 2, we prove that L,,  E > 0 has a bounded
inverse. Moreover ,Cc,  and fE  converge in suitable norms to Lo  and fa, so that the
solution e,  of LC,e,  = fc converges to the solution eo  of Loco  = f. as E t  0. As a
direct consequence, the tangential components on the boundary IY  of the solutions
of Problem 1 converge to those of Problem 2 and thus to the tangential components
of a special solution of Problem 3. Afterwards we show, that this is already enough
to get convergence of the fields in C’,(n*).
In the multiply connected case, the definition of Co resp.  the convergence of Lc,
to Lo  causes some additional difficulties which are due to a singular perturbation of
one of the operators involved. To outline the basic ideas, we first treat the case of
simply connected domains and present the much more technical part for multiply
connected D’ separately.
Finally we return to our original problems (l),(2)  and use the results obtained
so far to prove convergence of the solutions of
Problem 4 Let E > 0. For given J E C*(R”),  div J = 0, supp(  J) c DJ  find
H+,E* E Cl(D*)n COa(D*) SO that
‘curl HS = J _ iw&Ef curl I-I-  = (a- -  iwE)E-
curl E+ = iw,u+Hf
in D+
curl E-  = iwp-  H-
in .D-,
nAHf=nAHH-
nAEf-nAE- on l7,
++H+(x)  A 5 - k+E+(z)  = o (&)  , 1x1  -+ 00,
where kf  = &i?i??
to a solution of
8
n  A H+ = rz,  A H--
ri ’ (p+  H+) = n, . (p-H-) on l:‘,
H+(x) = o(l), E+(:l:)  = o(l), 1x1  -4 00
for a specific choice of the circulations h;.
4 Well-Posedness of Problem 3
A t,ransmission  boundary-value problem similar t,o  Problem 3 was already investi-
gated by one of the authors in [S]. fi‘ or t,he  following chapters we need some detailed
information on the continuous dependence on t,he  given data, which are not included
there. These are fina.lly  obta.ined  by some modifications of the proofs contained in
[S]. It turns out, that t,hings  are even simplified in comparison to [S] and that some
of the newly obtained intermediate results can also be used in later chapters. To
keep  the presentation short, we refer t,o  [S] wherever possible.
r\ first uniqueness result for Problem 3 is found in [S].
To prove existence and continuous dependence of t,he  solution on the boundary
data c:  and {/,  we first, solve t,hc  ca,sc  h; =f  c)  ‘dz  E { 1,  . . . . p}. We consider the following
auxiliary problem, which is obtainctl from Problem 3 by discarding ES.
curl H+ = 0 curl H- = o-E-
div Hf = 0 in Df curl E-  = iwp-H- in D-,
s r. H+dl  = 0t Vi E (1,. . . ,p},7,
nAH+-nAH-=c
n * (p+H+)  -  n.  (p-H-)  = 9 on  r’
H+(x)  = o(l), 121 + 00.
The following Lemma was shown in [S].
Lemma 4 Problem 6 has at most one solution,
To reduce Problem 6 to boundary integral equations, we will use the following
operators.
Definition 2 For a E TO”(r),  b E Ti”(lY’),  X  E  Coa(I’),  k E  c,  Im(k)  > 0 we de.fine
(RkA)(x)  = 244 Al r&z (X(!/)@k(?  Y))  ds(Y),
(Gb)(~) = (&(Div b))  (2) + k2 (G-J)  (x).
For Im(k)  > 0 we set DkX  = k2(1  -  l<,&)-lsk,
According to [l], we get the following mapping properties.
Lemma 5 For  the linear opemtom defined above holds
Proof: (i), (ii), the first part of (iii), (iv) and (v) f 11o ow d irectly  from the properties
of the layer potentials shown in [I].  It remains to be proven, that div H- vanishes
in D-. For 5 E D-  we obtain
(div H-)  (z> = AZ l I@&,  Y&(Y)  + iy div  z (~Y>(DJ>(Y>@&:,  Y))  US
E -k2l X(~)@kh YMY) + &W)(Y) 4~) . grad  Ah(~, YMY).
Using the jump relations for the layer potentials [I],  we get
(div H-) (cc)  jr = -;k2(SrX)(r)  -j-  ; ((I - K&X)  (cc)  = 0
since Dk  = k2( I- Kk)-rSk.  Moreover, div H- solves the scalar Helmholtz equation
in D-  with wavenumber k, Im(lc) > 0, so that by the standard uniqueness result for
this case the proof is completed.
Thus we observe, that for a E  Y’:“(I),  X E  C,“a(I’),  H*, E-  defined through (6)
would be a solution of Problem 6, if the boundary conditions were fulfilled. Using
again the jump conditions for the layer potentials, we can show the following lemma.
Lemma 7 Let a E TV, X E Cza(r). The corresponding fields H*, E- defined
by (6) are a solution of Problem 6, if and only if a and X solve
The solvability of this operator equation is stated in the next theorem.
Theorem 1 A = Al $ AZ, Al,  A2 : 7y(r)  x cp(r) + Tp(r)  x c,oyr),
Al  =
- I o
P-Nk  (P+ -‘r p-)1
),  A2=i” Rk-%+PkDk  ).
0 p-(Ii”;  + QkDk)  - p+Ic:,
Al has a bounded inverse, AZ  is compact. Moreover, A is in.jective  and thus contin-
uously invertible.
Proof: First let us show, that Al,  A2 really map 7’i”l(I’)  x C,O”(f)  into itself. Since
for a E Y’:*(I)  we deduce
i (Nka)(z)ds(z)  = 2 L h curl 5 (a(Y)@k(&  Y>> ds(Y)ds(z)  = 0
. 3 3
lnb)
by Stokes’ Theorem, this is obvious for Al.
Now let us take a look at A2. For all j E { 1,. . , , m} it is shown in [I], that
h,(x)  = 0i
1 XEl?j
else
E c"yr)
12
is contained in the nullspace N(I + K”)2 so that
Moreover? div H-(xc)  = 0 in D- so that
ITsing again t,he  jump relations and t,he  above defined operaAors  we get
But iv, : 7yyr‘) --+  C~“(I’) and thus 1CA  + QkZ>k maps C,O”(T) into itself.
Al is obviously continuously invertible and A2  is cornpact  due to t.he  mapping
properties (Lemma 5) of its single components (remember that> C~“(I’)  is a closed
subspace  of C”O(  I‘)),
Now assume (n, X)T t,o  be a solution of A(n,  X)T = 0. Corresponding to Lemma
7, the fields (6) d e net  via n, X are solutions of Problem 6 for c = 0 and 9 = 0, SOfi 1
tha,t they have to vanish according to Lemma 4. Thus we conclude
But N(I - f<A)  = (0) [l], i.e. X = 0. Moreover,
0 = 2n A H- /r = (kfk - S)a
a,nd since N(T - Mk) = (0) for Im(k)  > 0 [l]? we also have n = 0 which completes
the proof.
I\ direct consequence of 1,emma  <A,  Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, ‘Theorem 1 is
Now we are coming back to our origina. ta,sk  of determining solut,ions  of Problem
3 with circulations lb, = 0, r E { I3 .  . . ,p}.  The  only pa,rt which is still missing is a
suitable electric field  fi1 +. Let  us therefore assume that we already have const.ructed  a
solution of Problem 6 as indicated above, that. is WC have  solved  A (‘;) 4(;)
and comput.ed  ZI*?  E‘“” via. (6). This means
with X E Cta(I’),  i.e. .If  X ds = 0 Vj  E  (1,.  . . , M}.  With the help of Lemma 29
from Appendix A, we gel  the existence of b E  !I?:“(  I’)  with
Now we define E+  by
E+(x) = iwp+  l cm-1 z (b(y)@o(z,  Y>>  WY)-
We immediately see, that (div Ef  ) (IC)  = 0 in D+ and
(8)
$ (curl E’) (z) = curl ,curl z J, b(y)cf>o(z,  y)ds(y)
C
= (grad ,div  z - &J .i,  b(YPo(?  YMY)
= grad  5 r(Div  M,$ho,  YW(Y)J
= grad z rJ qY)@o(? YMY)= H+(x).
M o r e o v e r
Jr n(y) -E+(y)ds(y> =3 iw+ l L n(y)  - curl y (b(4@&, 4) dsWs(d= 0. '
by Stokes’ theorem. Due to the properties of the layer potential used in its definition,
E+  depends continuously on b resp.  X and thus on the data c and g.
Collecting these results, we are able to extend the last theorem.
Theorem 3 For any c E: Tja(I’),  g  E C,Oa(I’)  the f ie lds H*,E*  def ined through (6)
and (8) by the unique solution (a, X)T of A (1) =--2(i) andbfrom(7)solvc
Problem 3 with hi = 0, i E {I,. . . ,p}. Moreover
max{  Iv* Iloap, IlE*ll~~,~-t)  5 ecu m41141dol,r, Ilsllo~,r~~
where c, is independent of g and c.
Now let us return to the general case h; E  c,  i E:  {I, . . . , p}.  Since Problem 3 is
linear, it is enough to show solvability for c = 0, g = 0, and the p different choices
hl;  = Sli, i, 1 E (1,.  . . ,p}.
Let 1 E  {l,... ,p} be fixed. By Theorem 3, a solution I?:,  2:  of Problem 3 for
gl  = 0, cl = n A 2:  E Tin, h/i = 0, i E { 1, . . . , p}, exists. NOW define
H;t=jr:+Z; H;=H;-
E,S = @- + iw/~+F;t
in D+ E;=&
in D-,
wherc~ 1;;’  E C1( ZI+)  n C?“(  D+) is a solution of
curl E;;+ = z,+, div 2;;+  = 0 in IF,
i’ r,
12 . F,%s  = 0 tij E { I ) , . . , rn):
zy-(.r) = o(I) ItI1 -+ 03,
given by Lemma 27’ in Appendix A. By direct calculations we verify, that I-l:, Ef
are a, solutAon of Problem 3 with boundary conditions
and circukions
‘Together with Theorem 3, we obt,ain  the final existence result of this section.
Theorem 4 Problem Y i),ossesstas  a s o l u t i o n  H4,  E;*  w i th
5 Well-Posedness of Problem 2
Now we consider Problem 2 and show how to construct solutions using t>he  rksults
from the last section.
Proof: Lrt us consider a solution I$*,  E* of Problem 2 for c = d = 0. H’ is a.
harmonic vect,or field in D+ with N+(s) = o(l), I.,/T -+ km.  ‘I’tnls~ Iis already decays
VII; 0 (&), so t’hat we may apply the Gaussian theorem in the exterior domain
of
curl E+ = 0 7 div Ef  = 0,
.I
n * Efds  = 0 vj E (1)“‘)  m,},
r J
nAEEf==O on r,
E+(x)  = o(l), 151  -+  cx,
which has to be identical to zero due to Lemma 26 from Appendix A.
To show existence, we start with the following remark.
Lemma 9 A solution Hf,  E*  of Problem 2 also solves Problem 3 with boundary
data c E Z’p(I’)  and g = -&Div  d E  C,O”(I’)  and some circulations h E  Q’.
Proof: By Lemma 22 from Appendix A, the surface divergence of n A E’ on I’  is
given by
Div (n A E*lr) = -n . curl E*Ir  = -iw  n * (p*H*)lr.
Taking the surface divergence of n A E+ - n A E-  = d on I’ yields n . (/L+H+)  -  n 3
(/L-H-)  = g. O b viously, g E Coa(  I‘) and since g = -&-Div  d on any closed surface
rj, j E (1,.  . . ,m},  we get J g ds = 0 by Lemma 21 from Appendix A.r 1
In the existence proof we reverse the order of argumentation. We consider the set
of solutions of Problem 3 and determine suitable circulations h E Q?)  and a modified
E+,  so that we get a solution of Problem 2.
Theorem 5 Problem 2 has a unique solution H*,  E”  with
Moreover, the circulntions  h = (hl, . . . , hp)T  E  G’,  hi  = J I- - H’dl  solve a nonsin-7;’
gular linear p x p system
Ah = b,
a;/  = 1%  (n A (E,f -  E;)) . Ztds, (9)
bi  = .I(r d-nA(E$-- EJ)  . Ztds,
i,l E {l,...,p}, where H:,  E: resp. H,*,  ET, 1 E  (1,.  . . ,p}  are arbitrary solutions
of Problem 3 to the data c, g = -$Div  d,  hi  = 0 resp. to c = 0, g = 0)  h;  = Sr;,
i E {l,...,p}.
Proof: Let! c,d  E irlj@(I’),  h E (@  be given, define g = -&Div  d E C,O”(I’)  and
consider
1 6
Hhf,  1;: fulfil1 all conditions of Problem 2 besides n A Ls’z  - n A 13,;  = (-1 on 1’. If we
could find a Fhf  E Cl(F) n C”,(,+) wit,11
curl Fh+  = 0 div  1;;: = 0 in D+,
n A F,:  = eh -’ d - n A  (&z  - E/y) 011 I‘,
J (Wr-l * lq"ds  = 0,1'J j E:  {  1, . . . , ‘m),
F?(J) =  o(l), llcl  -+  cm,
then
H’ = !I:, p- = fi;; + q- .E-- = E, (11)
uyould solve Problem 2. But, according to Lemma 26 from Appendix A, the above
problem for F,:  is solvable if and only-if
Div ch = 0, J P~'.qCk-0, iE{l,...,p}.r
For the surface divergence of ch  WC obtain
Div eh = L)iv d + iid (n + (p+Hh+) - n a (p-H;)) = 0
since 11:. 1;; are solutions of Problem 3 for y = -&Div ti.
The second solvability condition of ( 10) is cyuivalent to the system of linear
equa,tions  Ah. = b from the assumption. If this system is solvable, we can determine
the above mentioned Fh+  and thus obta.in  the existence of a solution of Problem 2.
Assume we have 5, E G, with Ah,.  = 0 and define
p =
5”hd’;, 2’ = $y h.&.
l=l I=1
Since H:, 8: are not involved, f?*,  gf are a solution of Problem 3 for homogeneous
boundary dat,a (I and g, with Div n,  A (I?+ - A-)) = --j--l = 0. Moreover, Ai = 0(
.j test,  means
J(r nul(r;l'- F;'-)) * Z~ds = 0, vi E {l,...,p),
so tha,t by Lemma 26 from Appendix A we can find a solution &+ of ( 10) to t,he
hounda.ry  va,lue 2 = --( 11 A I?+  - n A i,‘-)jr\  rind  12 ‘,  G+  +  i;,;‘,  i?:--  a r e  a .  s o l u t i o n
of Problem 2 for c == il = 0 on I’, Due to the uniqueness result, of Lemma 8,
tjhesc fields have t,o  vanish identically. But. 011  the  other hand, the i,, are given  by
11, = J + T * fir(+tll,  1 E {I , . . . . p}, so that, A& = 0 means h = 0 and A is nonsingular.
A,v’li his result we ii~low.  that Ah = b is always uniquelv solva.blc. s o  w e  (‘FL11
determine t hr hl and the licit1 1;: to obtain a solution H+‘i LSlt of 1’wl3lml 2 via,
(1 I). Since  the solut,ion  of Problrm t! is unique, thrk second part, of t!he  assumption
is sho\vn.
To prove existence and continuous dependence of the solution on the data we
repeat the above construction using the solutions H:,  E:  resp. HI*,  H(*  whose
existence is guaranteed by Theorem 3. Since H, ,* Ej! depend continuously on c and
g = -$Div d, the right hand side b of Ah = b and thus the hl depend continuously
on c and d. Moreover, by Lemma 26 from Appendix A
eh=d--  7)~(E,f-.E~)+~kln~(E:-E~)
(
,
I=1
so that Hf,  E* depend continuously on c, d.
6 The Integral Operator Equation
Now we are going to present the basic idea how to prove convergence of the solutions
of Problem 1 to those of Problem 2 if E > 0 tends to 0. As we will see, this
is equivalent to the norm convergence of certain operators linked to interior and
exterior boundary value problems.
We start our considerations by splitting the transmission boundary-value prob.-
lems  up into the following interior and exterior boundary-value problems.
Problem 7 Let E > 0 and k,f  = dw.  For e E TjO’(I’)  given, find a solution
H,+, E,+ E Cl(Df) n cyD+) of
curl H$ = -iw&E$
curl E$ = iwp+H,f
in D+, nAE+=eE , on r,
wp+H,f(~) A 3 - kgE,f(x)  = o(h) jZ + 00.
Problem 8 For e E Tja(I’)  given, find a solution H$,  Eof  E C’(D+)  n C”“(o+) of
curl Hof  = 0
curl Et  = iwp.+  H$ in D+, nAE,f=e on l?,
div Eo+  = 0
Jr,
n.  E$ds = 0 vj E {l,...,m},
Hz(s)  = o(l), E;(z)  = o(1) 121 + c-0.
Problem 9 Let E > 0 and k,  = Jw2p-& + iwa-p-,  Im(k;)  > 0. Par e E  T,O”(I’)
given, JTnd  a solution Hi, E,  E C’(D-)  n Co”@-)  of
curl H;  = (U  -  iw&)E;
curl E, = iwp-  H,-
in D- n A ES-  = e on r.
It is well known ([1],[4]),  that all th ese boundary-value problems have unique solu-
tions depending continuously on the data in the sense t,hat for E > 0
llfcll0n,~l*: ll~~‘ll ocr,l>*  5 ~~&ll,h,r.
Thus, the operators which map the tangential components of t,he  electric field on I
to t,hose of the magnetic field are well defined.
Definition 3 Consider u given boundary v&e e E Tj”(  I’) und the fields J-r,f,  E$
which are for E > 0 the solution of Problem 7, for E = 0 the solution oj. Problem 8
and the fields HE-, ES- which uniquely  so/w Problem 9. Then ‘we defin,e .for E > 0 the
linear  operators A: on T,O”(I‘) via
A,ie = it A H,f jr .
tJsing  the continuous dependence of the solutions of Problem 7-9 on the boundary
data together with Lemma. 22 from Appendix A and the Lipschitz contnuity of ‘~1,
on I’, we immediately get the following mapping properties for AL?.
Lemma 10 For  E  1 0 the opemtors 11” : T~cl(I’)  -+ T:“(r) are bounded.
With the help of the last definition, we are now able to derive an operator equation
depending on E, whose solvabilit,y  is equivalent to the solvability of Problem 1 for
2 > 0 resp.  Problem 2 for z = 0.
Theorem 6 l;et  c, d, t:, E 7’i”‘(r‘)  md H$?  E+ be th e Solution  of Yroble~r~, 7 ji)r  F > 0
resp.  Problem Cl for  F = 0 to the bowndaq ~vulue  e,. Moreover,  let H,,  LC, hc ttat:
solutio,n of Problem 9 to the boundary  datn e,  - d. Then H:,  E$ solve Problem 1
fw i^ > I)  req. Problem 2 for  E = 0, if and o,nly if
CeeE = $, c, = Ai+- - A,, .fc  = c -” A,d. (1.2)
Proof: H:, 6’: fulfil1 the differential equations and radiation conditions of Problem
I resp.  Problem 2.  It,  remains t,o  be shown! t,hat the corrc>ct,  boundary condit,ions
are td  ake r1 on .
Proof: Let f E Tjc’(I’)  and H:,E,f  be th e unique solution of Problem 1 for E > 0
resp. Problem 2 for E = 0 with boundary data c = f and d  = 0.  According to the last
theorem we get &e,  = f where eE  = n A E,+  Ir, so that .CE  is surjective.  Moreover by
the continuous dependence of H$,  E,k  on the boundary data we immediately obtain
Ile&x,r  5 coIlflldcY,r.
Now consider e,  E  Z’iO’(I’) with ,&ee  = 0 and the solutions H:,  E:,  E > 0
of Problem 7 resp. Problem 8 and Problem 9 to the boundary value e,. Then
n A Ez = n A E;  on P and since C, = A,+  -  A;,  A:(n  A E:)  = n A H:,  we also
have n A H,+  = n A HF. So H:,  E,f  are the unique solution of Problem 1 for E > 0
resp. Problem 2 for E = 0 to the boundary values c = 0 and d  = 0 and thus have to
vanish. But this means e6  = n A E:lr  = 0 and Lc,  is injective.
7 Representation of C, and Convergence in the
Simply Connected Case
The strategy of the convergence proof is now obvious. Equation (12) is uniquely
solvable for all E 2 0 and equivalent to the transmission boundary value problems
in the sense defined above. If we can show, that for E tending to 0 the operators A:
converge to At  in the norm induced by Tja(I’), we can conclude that the solution
e, of (12) tends to the solution eo  of ,&eo  = fo.  Thus, the tangential components
n/\E$  Ir  of the solution H, ,* E$ of Problem 1 converge to the tangential components
n A EC  Ir  of the solution Hof  , E,f of Pr o blem 2 for E = 0. As we will see below, this
is already enough to ensure the convergence of H:,  E: to H:,  Eof  in Cool(  n*)).
Because the whole problem is reduced to the convergence of A,f  to Ai  for t^
tending to 0, it is necessary to derive a more explicit form of these operators than
the one given in Definition 3. This form is obtained via the following representation
results for the solutions of the interior and exterior boundary value problems given
above.
Lemma 11 For c E Tjcu(I’),  z E D’  define
(45)  (4  = L curl .h(d@kh  !ddd?&
(T5)  (4 = .I, curl ,curl  %(c(y)@k(~,  y)&(y)
= k Div  C(Y)  grad  %@k(x,  y&(y) + k2 l c(Y)@k(x,  Y)ds(!/).
Then kf:,  7’:  : TjO’(I’)  -+ Coff(  0’)  and
IIM5lloa,D+>  ll~j5llo,,ri+ 2 Q44dd>
where c, is independent of c E  Tea.
The  proof of Lemma 11  and Lemma 12 is exactly the same as for the standard
representation theorems which can be found for example in [I].
Approaching the boundary I‘ with n: from the exterior resp. the interior domain
and using the jump relations for the layer potentials involved as well as the operators
of Definition 2, we get>
Lemma 13 Let E:,f,  H,f bc: a solution. of Problem  7 for E > 0 wsp.  of Problem  8
for E = 0 a,nd EL,  Hi be a solutim of Problem 9.  Then
If the operators I - Mkt resp.  I + A!,,. were continuously invertible for all E > 0,
we would directly obtain explicit1 represetlt,a,t~ions  for .A:.  According to Lemma ‘23
from Appendix A, this is true for I + l\:clkF since Im(k;) > 0.  For topological genus
p > 1 we do not get the desired representation for .I-
perturbed for k -+ 0.
ltlk,i-  SiIlCe 1  -  iz/rk  is  SingdWly
Theorem 8 FOY  the operator  A, holds
Proof: The results on the representations (13),(14) are obtained as described above.
The convergence results are then a consequence of Lemma 34 from Appendix B.
Corollary 1 Let D” be simply connected. Then
in the operator norm induced by T:“(r).
8 Singular Perturbations and the Multiply Con-
nected Case
Now we have to overcome the difficulty that (14) is not valid for E = 0 if D* are
multiply connected. We start our considerations of this case by modifying some
general results on singular perturbation problems from [I]  so that they apply to our
special situation.
Theorem 9 Let X, Y be Banuch-spaces < .,  1 >: X x Y t @. a nondegenerate
bilinear form and Ii’ c C be a subset of complex numbers with accumulation point
0 E I<. Consider a family of compact linear operators {Ak : X --+ Xlk E I<} and
their adjoints  A’, : Y -+ Y with respect to < a,. >. Assume the OperatOrS  LI, = f--Ak
to be injective  for k # 0, the Riesz-number of Lo to be one and
Ak = A0 + CL2 + D(k) (15)
where C : X -+ X is a bounded linear operator independent of k and D(k) x -+ x
is linear with 11  D( k)lI  = o(k2)  for k t 0.
Moreover let { Hk : X --+ X/k E K} be a family of bounded linear operators with
limk+O  IlHk  - HOII  = 0, {h,  I . . , bP} be a basis of the nullspace N(Lb),  Lb = I - Ah>
and assume
< Ilk%  bi >= g;(q)k2 +  h;(q,  k),
ld4)l  I 41~11, Ihddl  5 ddk)lldl, d;(k) = o(k2), ktO (“)
f o r  ail i E {l,.,.,p}, where the constants ci are independent of k and q E: X and
the functions d;(k) are independent of q E X.
For q E X fixed, there exists a $0 E X with
Lo00 = Hoq
so that for the unique solution $6k,  k # 0 of
Lk$k  = Hkq,
holds
Ib#k - hll 5 d(k)Ilq(l,
where d(k) is independen,t  of q.
d(k)  = O(l), k --f  0,
Proof: In a first step we reduce the solution of (18) (which is in general posed
in an infinite dimensional space X)  to an equation posed in the finite dimensional
nullspa.ce  N(  Lo).
Since t,he  Riesz-number  of Lo  is I, we have AY  = N( L,,) G?  L,)(,Y)  and define the
projection operator
P  : x = N(L,)  @ L”(X) -+  N( L,). (W
According to [I] the linear operator
zc; = (Lo - I’)-‘(1  - P),
is bounded. Furt,hermore  we define
Qk = Lof(Lo - Lk), F1;  = (I - Q&9,&
The existence and continuity of (I -  Qk)-” f0 ows from (15) and a Neuma.nn series11
expansion for sufficiently srnall I/cl. From now on we assume without loss of general-
ity tha,t I -  Q k is boundedly invertible for all k E K, A  straightforward calculation
using the above introduced operators shows that
F’or  k #  0: Gjk  is a solution of (18)  if and only  if Xk  E N(L,,) is a solution of
PLk( 1 -  &.)-‘yk  = {‘f&q - I-‘L&i, (21)
(for details see [I],  Chapter 1). By (20)
$k  - $0 = $k - $0  + (1 - &k)+k - ‘CO. ( 2 3 )
To show convergence of 4jk  to $0  we treat both parts of .the  right hand side of (22)
separately.
Using (30) we find
Therefore
Q(k)  = o(  1) x: -+  0, (23)
In the next step we prove a, similar estimate for lllk - ,yOll+ CJonsidcring the
left hand side of (21)  we obt.ain by a straigkt,for~Y;~,ld  calculation using ( 15)  and
Lk = 1 -  /lk
w4wl) = PwJ)l N(Lo)  + (I’Ck” + fq)) &k(l- Qk)-‘lA(L”).
Because of limk,0 11Qkjl = 0 and IlO(r  = I, k -+ 0, we conclude that H(k)
satisfies
llw4ll  = 4k2L k --f  0.
Let xk E N&J,  k # 0 b e a solution of PLk(I - Qk)-lxk = 0, i.e. xk solves (21)
with Q = 0. With the equivalence of (18) and (21) for k # 0, we conclude that  C#I~  is
a solution of Lk&  = 0, +  f 0, .i.e.  by uniqueness dr;  = 0. Since q = 0 we get using
(20)
Xk =  (I-  &k)(dk  - &%kq)  =  0.
So we know that the mapping PLk(r - &k)-’  IN(Lo)  is invertible and by (24)
(pLk(l  - d2k)-11iV(Lo))-1  =  -k-2 (PCIN(L~J  + ~(k)lq& ( 2 5 )
where
k(k) = k-2H(k), llm4ll  = 4), k -+  0. (26)
Now we consider the right hand side of (21). Given the basis { bl,  . . . , bp)  of N(  Lb)
we find a basis {al, . . . , uP} of N(  Lo)  such that
< a;, bj >= s;j v;,j E {I)“‘) p>.
The projector (19) is given as Pa = CFE:‘=, < q, b; > a;, so that by (16)
P&q  = 5 < H,q,  bi > ai = ‘$gi(,,k2,;  + 2 k(q,  k)a;  = g(q)k2 + h(q, k) (27)
I=1 i=l
with g(q), h(q, k) E N(Lo),  g(q) being independent of k. Obviously
IlY((r>ll  5 +dl? IlGLk)ll 5 e~(~>llsll~ e2(k) = o(k2), k -+  0 (28)
wit,h c being independent of q and k, ez(k)  being independent of q.
Using (27) and (20) a straightforward calculation implies
P&q  - PLk$l;  = (g(q) + PC&  + G(q, k)) k2,
G(q, k) = Pc(&%I,  - L,fHo)q  + k-2PD(k)(&%kq)  + k-2h(q,  k).
(29)
By limk,0 jlF’k+ - LO+\1  = 0, I in&+0  l]Hk - Ho/l = 0, the assumption 1lD(k)\l = o(k2),
k --+  0, and (28) we obtain
IIG(%  91 5 ed~>llcill~ es(k)  = o(l), k --+  0, (30)
and es(k) being independent of q.
With these results we are able to consider xk - ,yo.  According to (21),(25),(29)
Xk = (pLdl  - Qk)-*~N@a))-l  (PHkq  - PLk$$)
= - (PCI~~W  -+  fi(k)l~(~o))-l  (Y(q)  + PC&  + G(q, k)).
24
i.e.
[I] the mapping PCI~IJ,I;,,  is continuously invertible. IA
x0 = - (~(‘l.V(~,,)) -I (g(q)  -I-  two)
- (P(IIN(Lo) -I- il(k)l,v(i,oJ qq, A:).
Rut (28) ensures I/g(q)]]  < cl/qll and thereforc
lldd  + YW~“ll  = llg(q)  + PCL,fi’Toqll 5 cllqll,
with  c being indepcntknt  of q.  Using t,he  relations (26) and (30) we obtain
IlXk - xoll 4 ~4(will, r,&) = o(l), k --+  0, (31)
(:4(X:) being  independent of q.
Collecting all results we see, t;ha.t  (22) provides
Ilh - doll 5 II.J,k - $011 e ll(I  -- &d”‘ll  llSk  - ye/l + ll(/  - Qk)-I  - 111  lI’ioj(*
Using  limk-to  II&k/l - 0, (23) and (St)  we draw the conclusion
IldQ - Qoll  = 4~)ll911~
where  (-l(k) is independent of q, d(k) = O(I)  ;ts  ,k -+ 0.  Finally 4. solves (17)  sirlce
In order to prove uniform flijlder convergence of the operators AZ we apply the last
theorem to
continuously invertible on Tja(l?) for all k E Ii’,  k # 0. Moreover the Riesz-number
of Lo is one and
A& = MO  c Ck2 + D(k),
where C : Tpyr) --+  Tjyr) is a bowxded  linear mapping independent of k and
D(k) : Ti”l(I’) --f  Z’ja(I?)  is linear such that
lMk>ll  = o(k2>, k -+ 0.
Proof: Using Lemma 5,.  Lemma 23 from Appendix A, the definition of the set
K and Fredholm’s alternative, the first part is obvious. The result concerning the
Riesz-number of Lo is found in [l]  .
To check the asymptotic behaviour of Mk  we consider an arbitrary q E Tdo”l(l?)
and decompose
(D(k)q) (x) = 24s) A l curl z (q(y) (@k(z,  y) -  @o(z,  y)  -t  g]x  - Y 1))  ds(y).
To prove the assertions concerning the operators C and D we use the same techniques
as [l]  to examine surface potentials. Therefore we concentrate on the essential steps.
The operator C can be written as
(Cq) (x) = -& A l dY>  A SdS(Y).
Due to the boundedness of I’ we obtain for the surface potential C with kernel
I+,  y) = ti th e mapping property
c : up -+ TOqr), IIC~llod  5 CI 11~11~0~
where cl is independent of q. To check the surface divergence of Cy, we define
E(c) = &curl  3:  l curL(dY)l~ - YIMY), 2 E II-.
Using the identity curl ,curl  z = grad ,div  z - & and Lemma 21 from Appendix A
one immediately arrives at
2 6
for all :c E u-. In complete analogy with [I] we can extend i”:(x)  in a Hiilder
continuous fashion up to the boundary 1; such that jIEl/ool.l-  2 ~I/qIl~~~~,l~  with ~2
being independent of q.  Lemma 22 provides Div Cq = -r~ e IS/r and t,he  Lipschitz
continuity of t,he  unit outward normal 7~  on I? leads to
where c4  is independent of q.
It remains to consider the operatx)r  O(k).  li’or q E ‘IT’“(I‘) we can write
(D(k)q)  (Lx) = -2n(:r) A / q(y)  A G(X)  y)ds(y),
r
C(X) y ) = grad  s
i
ai!&,  y) - @0(x,  y) 4 glx - YI
)
. (32)
to the boundary I’. Lernma 22 from Appendix A provides Div U(k)y  = ---)%.  Fir  and
from the continuous dependence of the layer potentials on their densities we obtain
IlDiv  D(Qll~,,r  5 c~lk”l(  Ilqll~~,r  + IlDiv  sll~~,r>.
Thus
$D(k)  : Tjyr)  -+ Tyyr), ll$vMd.,r  I G4Qllda,r;
where cs is independent of k and q.
Lemma 15 The linear operators Tk  : Ti”l(I’) -+ Tja(I’)  .from  Definition 2 are
bounded with limk-,o  l]Tk  -  Toll  = 0, Z;  Ir,  i E { 1,. . . ,p}  are  a basis of N(I  -  ML)
and for arbitrary q E T:@(r)  holds
< ‘l’kq,  &y  >= gi(q)k2  + k(q,  k) i E  {I,. . . ,p},
where g;(q) is independent of k for all i E  { 1,. . . ,p>. Moreover
Id(  5 GIlaw, IWL k>l  2 GwdldcY,r, d;(k) = o(k2), k --+  0,
Vic  {l,...,p} with c; being independent of k and q resp.  d;(k) is independent ofq.
Proof: The results about the convergence of the Y’k  resp. the basis of N(  1 -  A&i)
are shown in Lemma 34 in Appendix B resp. Lemma 23 in Appendix A.
Consider Tk  and n A 2%:  on I?,  which lies in TiN(I’)  since Div (n A Z;)  = .--Y?,  b
curl 2,:  = 0 on r by Lemma 22 from Appendix A. For  arbitrary Z E  { 1.,  . . . , p} and
q E TiO’(I’)  holds due to Lemma 5
< Tkq,  2%:  > = - < Tkq,  (n A  (n A  z,))  >
z.z - < n  A  q,Tk(n A  z,‘) > (33)
= < q,”  A T,(n  A 2%:) >,
<  *> . > being the bilinear form of the dual system (5). But
(T&z  A  2%:))  (cc)  = an(x)  A l grad z (Div (II(~)  A Zt~(y))d)r,(:t:,  y))  ds(y)
+2k”7+)  A s, n(y) A &T($/)@k(z,  y)ds(y).
Using again Div (n A 2%: ) = 0 on r we get
(Tk(n  A  2%:))  (x)  = 2k2n(z)  A  r n ( y )  A  Zz~(y)@o(z,  g&(y)J’
+2k2n(x) A l n(y) A z,‘(y)(@k(z,  y) - @0(x:  y))ClL5(Y).
According to (33) we find a decomposition
< Tkq,  z,-  >= g;(q)  k2 + hi(q,  k),
with
g;(q) = < q,2n  A n A
( J
I~  n A z; d?(,dS >
h;(q.k)  = <  q,2k2n.  A  I-L  A( J 11 A Z;( @x:  I.--  @,o)ds > .I
The  continuity of the bilinear form < e, s > provides
I%(q)l 5 CilIqjlda,I’~ Ik(q, k)i < ~i(~)~~&x,I~, d ; ( F )  = O(k2)> k --+  0
n with c;  being independent of k and q req. d;(k) being independent of q. N
Now we come  to the iinal rcsult~  of this section.
Theorem 10 Let A$ : 71jN(I’) -+ 7’Jrr(r) bc tI :11 oprrntors  of Definition 3. Then
lj$l /pi: - A,t/l = 0
in the induced operator norm.
Proof: In Lemma 14 and  I~e~r~ma  15 we have shown that, for a-bitt-a-y q E 7’jff(1‘)
( I  -  M&b~,4  = LTk+q$ k:+&YqxE  Ii,  E-+0,
713/1+  c
(:34)
fits into the frame of the singular pertubation problems considered in Theorem 9.
For k> E fi,  k,t-  # 0 we obtain from Theorem 8 and (34)
&f  = i1;q.
Given an arbitrary q  E T’jcl(I’), Th eorem 9 provides a unique $0 which fulfills
with radiation condition
Let Ho+, E$ be the unique solution of Problem 8 to the boundary value q E Tjcl(I’).
Theorem 5.9 from [l] and curl EO+ = iw,~~‘Hz  lead to
ljkiin  ^ H,f - n A Hof II&g = 0. (36)
Since n A H:Ir  = n:q for E 2 0 we finally get
11  (n;t  - $) qlldn,r = II (A: - A,+) dlw + II (At - ii(t) dda,r
I Iln  A H: - n A HofIlda,r  + IlA,’  - -@II  IIqlldcu,r
and by (35),(36)  A$ and A$ coincide so that Aa converges in norm to A$.
Corollary 2 Let D* be of topological genus p 2 0 and &, E > 0 the operators
introduced in Theorem 6. Then
in the operator norm induced by Tia(I’).
9 Convergence of the Electromagnetic Fields
Before showing convergence of the corresponding fields in the domains D* we focus
on their tangential components on the boundary P.
Lemma 16 Consider sequences c,,d,  E. Tjrw(I’),  E > 0 such that
l$I/G - cO(ldoc,r  = 0, ig II& - d&a,r  = 0.
Let H,f , E:  be the solution of Problem i for E > 0 to the boundary inhomogeneities
c,? d, E Tj’Oc(l?).  Moreover, let H$,  E$ be the solution of Problem 2 with the boundary
inhomogeneities co, do E T:“(r). Then
Proof: Assume 0 < E < S and define e,  = n A E$Ir. According to Theorem 6
we get &e, = fC, ,!Zc, = Af - A;,  fE = c, - A,d,.  Using lim,~o (\A; - Ai 11  from
Theorem 8 and the assumptions on c,, d, we obtain
30
I>ue  to Theorem 7 the operator L,,  E 2  0 has a bounded inverse. I~Ioreove~~,  Corollary
2 shows that
yL - &II = 0
in the operator norm induced by 7~!~“(I’).  Thus
and since e, = ,C;‘ft-, E 2  0, we conclude
ljp 11%  -  ec&h,r = !ii;1 IIC,‘e,  -  f&II
5 l$  (IIC’  - Gll  Ilf&%r  + ll~,‘/I  ILL - fblldd)
f= 0.
so
lj$ 117)  A I?‘,’ -  rl A g-II&J-  = 0.
Now  we turn our attention to the magnetic fields, By the definition of the
operators Af we get,
Due tJo the continuity and the convergence properties of A: we conclude
The rest of the assertion is shown with the help of the boundary conditions on I‘
Proof: I?>  satisfies
with k$ = dw  and Eof  solves
AE+ = 00 in D+,
div Eof  = 0 on I‘,
Eo+(z)  = o(l), 121  -+ 00.
M o r e o v e r
s 4~) a %IY)WY)  = 0r3
vj E (1,  * . . ) m}.
Using Theorem 5.9 from [l] and the convergence of the tangential fields provided by
the previous lemma, we arrive at
;g  IlE:  -  Et  /loa,~+  = 0, 1:~  jlcurl E,f - curl E$ Ilocu,~+  = 0
and because of curl Ez = iwp+H,f  it, is clear that lim,l,  II  H,+ -  H,$llou,~+  = 0,
In order to show convergence of the fields in the domain D-  we use the repre-
sentations of the fields given in Lemma 12,
HT  = -Mi-(n  A Hz)  -  7 w2p-&  + iwn-p-.
E l  Tk:(n  A EJ)zwp- E
k,  = J
Thus
HL-H,  = -ikl~(nAH~-nAH~)--(M,;l.--Mk~)(nAH~)
E L
-IT:(nAEr--nAEi)-.  ’
iwp-  k,
-(T;  - TF)(n  A E,).
zwp- e 0
Lemma 16 together with Lemma 32 and Lemma 33 from Appendix I3 provides
lim,l,  l[H; -  HGIlool,a-  = 0.
In completely the same way lim10  ([ET  -  E,jl,,,~-  = 0 is shown.
Corollary 3 Let H:,  EEf  be the solution of Problem 1 to the boundary values c,,  d, E
TdOT),
l$  IICE  - Coll&Y,r  = 0, $114  -  dolldcqr  = 0.
Then H,f , E: converge in C’,(ii*)  to a solution Hof  , Ez  of Problem 3 to the bound-
ary values co,go = -&Div  do with circulations h = (hl,.  . . ! h,)T  given by the linear
system (<9)  of Theorem 5.
Proof: The above result follows directly from Theorem 11 and Theorem 5.
Now we are coming back to Problem 4 resp. Problem 5, where we prescribe a current
density ,I  in the outer domain D+ and homogeneous transmission conditions on r.
In order to apply the previous convergence results to this kind of transmission prob-
lem we use volume potentials to transform the inhomogeneity J of the differential
equations into inhomogeneities c,,  d,  of the boundary conditions.
3 2

An application of the Gaussian theorem yields
1 n(Y)  - E:(YMYi = ID-  (div El) (YW(Y)  = 0
r3 3
for arbitrary j E: {l,*.*, m j, where the II? are the connected components of the
interior domain II-.
Moreover y;’ = LX%,, C; c D- and by Stokes’ Theorem
JY;e
T  - Hid1  =
JT
n . curl H,fds  =
.I
n. Jds  = 0
T-
since supp(J) C IF7 C D+.
By direct calculations the following result is easily verified.
Lemma 18 Let fi*,  E* be a solution of Problem 1 to c = -n,  A H$,  d = ---n  /“\ Ey.
T h e n
H+=k++H,J, E+=,!?++Ef, H-  z fi- 7 E-  = g-
ure  a solution of Problem 4.
Lemma 19 Let l?‘, I?’ be a solution of Problem 3 to c = -n/“\ Hi,  g = $Div  (nr\
Ei)  and circulations h = (hl, . . . , h,)T  E U?‘. Then
H+=I?+H;, E+ = ,f?+  + E;, H-  = fi- > E-  = &--
solve Problem 5 with the same circulations h.
Praof:  H*,  E*  fulfil1 the differential equations and radiation conditions of Problem
5. Due (37),(38)  we obtain
.I
n.  E+ds = 0
r3
vj E  {l,...,m},
J-2
rbH+dl  = hi vi E (1,. . . ,p},
where h; are the circulations of Hf. Moreover on r we have
nAHf-nAH-=nAl?’ -nAl?-+nAH~==c+nAH~=O
and since g = &Div  (n A Ei)  = -&n + curl Ei = -n 1 (p+Hi)  we deduce
n.(p’H+)-na(p-.H-)  = rr*(,l’kf)-,,.(~-ii-)+n.(~+HgJ)  = g+nh(p+Hi)  = 0.
As a direct consequence we obtain
34
Lemma 20 Problem 4 is uniquely solvable. Problem 5 is solvable and H’, IF are
unipel~y  detcrnzi,ned.
Proof: Existence is obtained by using the existence results of Problem I resp.
Problem 3 together with the la.st two Lemmata, The uniqueness results of these
problems directly carry over to Problem 4 resp,  Problem 5.
Now we prove the final convergence theorem.
Theorem 12 The  unique solution H:,  E:  of Problem 4 converges in C?‘“(  fj*) to
Hof, E,f  being u solution of Problem 5 with circulations h,  given by th,e nonsingular
lineclr system Ah = b with coeficients
Uil =
JcI
11 A (I$- - E;))  e Z’ds, b; = -1, (n A (r;:,+  - EJ) h q-d&
i.6 E {l,...,p}, where H:,  E: res p. H,4,E~,  1 E {l,..., 1)) are arbitrary sol,utions
ofProblenz5forhi=Oresp.forJ=0, h;=&,;,iE{l,...,p}.
Proof: From Lemma 1s we know?  that the unique solution IT:, E: of Problem 4
oan be written as
H,+ = Fi,’  $ Hy> E;=@;E;, H, = ri,-) q- z? b-et
where A’:, @ is the unique solution of Problem 1 for ct‘  = --r~,  A l-Z;‘,  d, = ---1x  A Ed.
Due to Lemma 17 Hi,  A’:  converge in C”“(P) to Hi? E(:  and thus c:,, d,  converge
in Ti’“(I’) to co  = --n A  Hi, do = ---II  A  E{. According to Corollary 3, iI,“,  E:
converge in PC’ (u*) t,o  @, &F, which solve Problem 3 for the boundary data
CO,  go = -i’JDiv ~10.  Therefore H$,  E” converge in Cocy(  fi*) to Ht, EC?,
H(y- = !I,*  -I-  H,“, g-&y+@, H(; = ri-0 ) &-  = F;‘(Y  )
whic.h  is due to Lemma 19 a solution of Problem 5 with circulations h; = i; =
which coniplctes  the proof.
10 Appendix A
The following four Lemmata can be found in [I].
Lemma 21 Let a E Tim(r).  Then l Div a ds = 0 and for x E JR3 \ I‘ holds
Lemma 22 Consider Dh’, = {x = z f hn(z)lz E I’, 0 < h < ho}  and E being C1
in the interior of D& or Dh,, so that curl E can be continuously extended to Oh+ or
DhO b Then
Div (n A E) = -n m curl E jr .
Lemma 23 For Im( k) > 0, N(I -f.  Mk) = (0).  There exists (I  6 > 0, so that for all
k # 0, Im(k)  > 0, llcl  < S, N(I f Mk) = (0).  Moreover, for k = 0 we obtain
N(IfMh) = span{z:,...,z~},
N(IfMo) = spun{nAZ~,...,nAZ~}.
Lemma 24 The matrices Z* = @$,I 2,: = J, ZF . (n A 27) ds, i,j E (1,. . . ,p},
2:  being the Neumann jields of .D’:,  are nonsingular.
Lemma 25 The operator MO  maps T:*(r) into itself and I + MO  has a bounded
inverse in pyr).
Proof: L e t  u E  5c,o*(r) and consider F(z) = lcurl 2 (u(y)@a(m,  y)) ds(y).  For
n: E D+
(curl F) (2) = grad 2) l(Div u)(y)$,(z, y)ds(y) = 0
since Div a = 0. By the jump conditions for the above layer potential we get
A&u = 2n A F (r - a, so that
Div (k&u)  = -2n a curl F ]r = 0
by Lemma 22.
On the other hand, N(1 + MA) = span { ZT,  . . . , Zc} and AJo, 44~ are adjoint
with respect to (5). Therefore
.ir
Mea  a Z+ds =< Mou, 2:  >=< a, MAZ:  >= - < a, Z+ >= -,  r u * Z+ds = 0
i
and the first part of the assertion is shown.
To show that I+MO  has a bounded inverse in T,O”(I’),  we will use the Riesz theory.
M0 is compact in Tja(I’) and therefore in T,O”(  r). N ow assume, that a E TzLy(17),
36
(I  + :&)n = 0. Using L-emna 23, we know that n is given by (t = j-& :rl II A 2,
and since n E Tf”(I’),
Rut following Lemma 24,  the p x p matrix with coefficients z$ is nonsingular. ‘Thus
CL = 0, N(I + MO) = (0)  md I -I-  M 0 1 ms a bounded inverse in Tz”(I?).
Lemma 26 The boundcrry  dur probkm F E i’“( II+)  i? C”@(D+)
curl F = 0, div F = 0 in II+,
J ?I * Fds = 0r, by E (1,  f I I m}?
n A F = c on I?,
F(z) = o(l), 121 -+ 00
is uniqueky solva6le  if and only if c E 7:1”(r),  In th is ~nse  there mists  a constant c,
such that
Proof: Let F’ be a, solution of the problem. By Lemma 22, we get) Div c = 0, so
t!hat c E ‘T’j”(I’).  Since Z+(x) = 0 (&) for 2: -+ co we cm use Green’s formula1 . 1
and c is also contained in T:“(r).
Let8 us start) the proof of t,he  second direction by showing uniqueness. Assume F
is a solution to c = 0. But, then, F has to be a linear combination of IXrichlet  fields
.lm -
- -_ ., .
Thus F=O.
To show existence, we use the ansatz F(z) = lcurl z (n(?~)C&(z,y))ds(y)  for
a E TJ?“(I’).  Due to the properties of the above layer potential [l], all conditions of
the boundary value problem besides n A F = c on I’ are fulfilled. Taking the limit
for z E P to IY leads to (I + &&,)a = 2c, a, c E T,O”(I’)  which is according to Lemma
25 uniquely solvable with jlalldol,r < c,IIcIJdcu,r.  Since
the proof is complete.
Lemma 27 For  all  i E { 1,. . . , p} there exists  a field E E Cl(Df  ) n Coo(P)  *wif,h
curl E = Z+, div E =  0 in  II+,
s
n - Eds = 0
r,
Yi  E 11,  * *.  14,
E(x)  = o(l) 1x1 -+ co.
Proof: Let e = n A ZT E TjO(I’).  Then Div e = -n . curl ZF  jr = 0 according to
Lemma 22 and
sr
e-&‘ds  = sI-
(n A 2:)  - Z,?ds
= -
sD+ div (2: A Z;f)dv
zz  -
sD+
q- - curl Zi+ - Z,+ h curl $dw
= 0,
so that e E T,O”(I’). T hus we can solve the boundary value problem of Lemma 26
with c = e and the solution F is of the form
F = curl ~3, &) = ~4YPo(? YMY)
with a E Tz”(I’).  But for H = F - Z;f holds
curl H = 0, div H = 0 in D+:
Jr,
n e Hds = 0, Vj E (1,. . .m},
nAH=O on r,
H(4 = 4), 1x1 --+ co,
so that H vanishes due to the uniqueness result of Lemma 26 and F = Z+  resp.
curl ~4 = Z+.  In general
.II‘,
n -2d.s  # 0. But this is easily corrected by subtracting
3 8
the gradient of the solution of the boundary value problem
All. = 0 in D”,
C3n’fL = ?.Lj 011 r,), j E {l~...lrn},
u(x)  = o(1). I:i:) --f x
This problem has a unique solution in C”(  IIt)  1’7
so that N( I + I{;)  = (0) in C,O”(  I?).  Thus I + I{; has a bounded inverse in C,ON(  I’)
and (43) has a unique solution v E C:“(r‘)  with
Using the properties of the single layer potential, we obtain
u,grad u E C”“(fi-), ~axm4l oci,D-? llvad  410cY,D->  2 c2II4loa,l‘.
Now we consider the corresponding exterior boundary value problern
Av = 0 in D+, &v  = X  on I‘, w(x)  = o(1) I+ 93.
Using again a single layer potential ansatz, it is shown in [I],  that a unique strong
solution exists with
~,grad  v E C”“(o+), m41141~cY,m  llgrad  4L,m~  5 ~lI~ll~~,r.
Let w = grad u, where u is the solution of (41). Then w E Cl(P)  n C”“(n-)
and curl w = 0, div w = 0 in II-. For the volume potential
E’(4  = /j-  W(YPoh YMY)
Lemma 28 now provides
(cut-1  p>  (4 = - l n(Y)  A W(Y)@o(?  Y)WY),
(div  J7  (4 = - iy 4~) - w(Y)@o(~,  YW$Y)-
Since w Ir E CO”(F)  we get [l]
curl F,  div F  E Cl(I)-)  n C”“(u-)
with
Ilcurl  ~lloa,D-  5 41~410a,h lldiv  JIlocY,D-  I c511wllocu,t)-.
Using the continuous dependence of w on A,  we conclude
IIcurl Jl~~,tj-  5 CGIIJ~O~,I-,
Consider now the surface potential
GC4 = ~4Y>V(YPo(?  YMY).
Then G E C”(P)  n C”“(D-), curl G,  div G E C’(P)  n CO”(D-)  and
/Icurl  Gllo,,~-  <=  csll,~llocu,r  < c&V(oa,r.
40
hIn the final step, we consider A = G -l F E C”(  D-). Then
(div A) (x) = (div G) (x) - (div r;l)  (z)
= lT u(y)  n.(y) * grad pI++l y)ds(y)  4 h n(y)  * w(y) 40(x,  y)ds(y)
f=
.I
(&L’)(Y) @o(G  Y) - L’(Y)&(y)  @O(.r>  YVQ)
Y-z or
in I)+ and for B = curl A = curl G - curl F holds
Taking n = 12 A B Ir we see, that CI  E Yj”(I’)  with
Div a = -n . curl B = n . ‘tu = n ‘ grad ‘IL = X
a.11 d
11 Appendix I3
In this section we consider some asymptotic properties of t,he  single- and double Layer
potentials used in the convergence theorems. The first lemma is a slight modification
of a result from [ 11.
Lemma 30 I;et  K(5’,  y) be corrt%n,uous  for a11 z E  IIt”,  y E  LI ,with  :I: ff: y.  Assurnc:
Proof: The first estimate ensures existence of the integral IL(X)  = l A’(x, y)c(y)ds(y)
with a weakly singular kernel. Using (44) the HiiId er continuity is shown in complete
analogy with [l].
with c, being independent of c E Tia(IT).  Moreover
lim IIS:  - S$ll = 0
k-+ko
holds in the induced operntor  norm.
Proof: Existence and extension properties are shown in [I].  For 2,  y E R3, 22 ft  Y
and T = In: - y I define
K(xy y )  =  e
ikr ikor
. (46)
Using a meanvalue argument one immediately arrives at
(47)le ikq - eikT21  5 311cl  IQ  - r21
for arbitrary rl, r2 2  0, Im (Ic)  > 0, i.e.
pyx,y>I  I n/r,p  - hJl.
Mi is independent of Ic,  Icn, J: and y. Considering the decomposition
K(z1, y) - K(Z2,Y)  = e
ikor2
(ei(k-koh - 1)
eikoTz
+-
(ei(k-ko)rl _  ei(k-ko)rz
47rq
)
ikor2
+~(e”(k-W’.2  _  1.)
Q = lx1 - y 1, r2 = 1x2 - y I and applying (47) we get
(K(s1,y) - K(22,  y)]  5 Ix: - k”l IT2 - Ql(~~2 Ikl  + y. (49
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Lemma 31 For c E Tja(lY’), x E D* and Im (k)  2 0 define
($C) (X:> = ~c(Y)@k(xt Y)ds(d.
Then 5’:  can be extended to I?)*  in a Hiilder  continuous fashion such thut
(48)
in the  corrwponding  induced  operator n,omn.
Proof: Because of
m-1 s (c(y)@k(z,  y) - c(y)@k,(:c, y)) = grad z (iPk(n:,  y) - Qko(.x,  ~1))  A C(Y)
we consider the integral kernel
where 1<(x:,  y) wa.s int~roduccd in (46). This lcads  to
for all s,  y E IRS,  x # y. MI,  M2 are independent of k, ko, ~1: und y. Given XI, .‘cz?  Y F_
iwcs  a11d r1 = j.rl - y 1 > O! r2 = Ix2 - y > 0, we can decompose
=
+
4
-
(
:c1 - y r2 - y__I-~
“1 )
i k,)  Ii ( .r 1 , y )
I ‘ 2
i.e.
wrth  some Dir..., 05 independent of k, ku,zr,~ and y. Given zr,z2 E R”, y E I’,
~1 = 1x1 - yj > 0, r2 = Iz2 - y[ > 0 and 2)2r- 221  5 1x1 - yl,  we obtain by applying
Lemma 30 with the special choice
Cl = WIk - koI, (72 = nil,p  - kol Ikol,
(73 = Dllk  - kol lko12, c4 = (D2I4 4 2D3(lkl  t 1~01))  Ik - kol,
cs = (ml t &)lk - kol
the estimate
I k - ko I enters each C;, i E { 1, . . . ,5} in a linear fashion. Therefore (45) pro-
vides lirnk+kO  llMk+ - M,$II  = 0 in the induced operator norm. The convergence
limk+ko l[M; - MG II =  0 is shown in a similar manner.
Lemma 33 For T: from Lemma 1111  holds
in the corresponding induced operator norm.
Proof: For c E T~cy(I’) and n: E D” d.efine
(FFc) (x) = l (Div c>  (y) grad ,@k(:~,y)ds(y).
Because of c E T:@(r),  i.e. Div c E CO”(r),  IJ’: can be extended in a Holder
continuous fashion up to D ‘. Using the properties of G(z,  y) = grad ,(Q,(x:, y) i-.~
(Pko(zr, y)) mentioned in the proof of Theorem 32 we obtain lirnlc+lcO I\&‘:  - Fill = 0.
Applying Lemma 31 we see that lirnk+kO  IIIc2S~ - ka2Si II = 0, i.e. limk+ko l\Tt -
T;II  = 0.
Now we are in the position to consider the integral operators for the potentials on
the boundary I’,
Lemma 34 For the operators Nllr,, Tk : T:“(r) -+ TiO’(I’)  from Definition 2 holds
I Proof: Lemma 32 and Lemma 33 provide
IIhfkc  I- i~fko($h,r  5 d~(~)l)clld~~,r /I~\c - EocJI~cy,~-  I (~z(~)JJcIJ~~~.I’,
where dl (k)) & (k) are independent of c E T,““(l) and d,(k),  d2(k) = o(l) as k: -+ kO.
For .r  E D- define
F(z) =  c u r l  s
J
I‘ curl s (c(y)~,,(x,  y)) ds(y)
* =  g r a d  1 J> (Div  c> (y)@‘k(x,  y)ds(y)  f k” ly c(y)@k(:c,  y)ds(y).
In connection with Lemma 22 from Appendix A we see
(Div Mkc) (~2) = --12(x)  . l (Div  c) (y)grad  zQk(~,jj)d~(:y)  - (1Xv  (I)  (.I:)
-k”rz(s) * i. c(jy)ipn.(n-,  y)ds(y).
Therefore Lemma 33 leads to //Div hlkc:--Div  M~o~jlOn,~ < &(k)II~lj~~~,~,  where &(k)
is independent of c E 7’,p”(I’)  and c&(k)  = o(l) as k -+ kO.  Thus limk+ko lliVk -..-
M~,/I  = 0 in the induced operator norm in T:“(r).
In order to show convergence for 7;. we define for 5 E D-
C&r) =  c u r l  1‘Jr (Div  c) (g)grad  .@k(x,  y)&(y) + k2curl r c(J)@,(.c, y)$s(;y)JI -= Pcurl 5 J c(y)Qi&>  y)ds(y).I-
Using again Lemma 22 from Appendix i-2,  we conclude for :z‘ E r‘
Proof: Due to the assumptions we have J E G1(R3)  0 Cocu(R3)  and the regularity
of Vk  can be proven using Theorem 8.1 from [2].
Analysing the convergence behaviour we can write
X(x) - %(x)  = s,,  J(Y)(@k(X,  Y> - @ok, Y))~“(Y)  = s,i  J(Y)W~, YW(Y),
where K(z,  y) is given by (46) and fulfills due to (48),  (49) for 2,  zr,52  E II%“,  y E lIJ
where MI  is independent of Ic,z,y  and n/r,  is independent of x1,22, y, Ic.  From (50)
we immediately get
llvk  - &jlc~,D+  < MSjkI,
M3  being independent of k. Considering B = {zr  E IR3j 1x1  -  y I < 1)  we conclude
JDf lx1 y yl WY) 5 .I, lxlY  YI dw(y) + L,B lx1 y !/I dw(y)
5 27r + vol(Lq7
and by (52)
I(vk(x2)  - &(x2))  - (vk(%)  - h(zl))l < \[&a  s,,  Ili’(z2,y)  - Ir’(zl,  y)jdv(!/)
< n/r,IklIa - 221
where A&  is independent of 2 r, 22  and k. Therefore we have
pzj]h - &lloa,D+  = 0.
By Lemma 28 from Appendix A we know that
(Curl  vk) (d = /$Url  J)(Y)@k(x,  ?/)(x,  Y)dlJ(Y).
Applying the same arguments as above provides
p+.i  IIcurl  vk - curl vOlloa,~+  = 0.
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